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vailed. The permeation of a commercial outlook had relaxed
its rigidity and created an atmosphere favourable to more
elastic arrangements. The increasing mobility of real pro-
perty gave rise to a land market, in which holdings or
fractions of holdings exchanged hands freely : an incipient
capitalism began to undermine the basis of the village
community by shattering the primitive equality of the
original shareholders in the common fields : the customary
system of tillage, responding to the growing demand for
wool and corn, showed signs of breaking down under the
gradual spread of piecemeal enclosures and profit-making
husbandry. There are, indeed, abundant signs that a more
vigorous peasantry was springing up under the spur of a
restless individualism. -"In the towns the spirit of initiative
was revealed in the enterprise of those who outstripped their
fellows in the race, who raised themselves to wealth and
honour, who developed the woollen manufacture, who opened
up markets abroad, all the while retaining their status as
members of the merchant gilds and craft gilds. Alike in
agriculture, industry and trade, there were pioneers of a
brave new world and opportunities for the penetration of
a capitalist mentality. But the great transformation was
brought about when individualism was no longer content to
play a subordinate part, when it strove to free itself from
the tangled network of communal regulations, and to be-
come an independent and even the predominating element
in the life of the nation. The far-reaching consequences
exerted by this development upon the national economy
and public policy were momentous. To contemporaries
they sometimes appeared like a convulsion of nature. In
agriculture the conflict came to a head between those who
wished to preserve, and those who aspired to destroy, the
historic field systems. As the result of an immense accelera-
tion of pasture-farming, the open fields with their intricate
pattern of proprietary rights and antiquated practices were
swept away in a torrent of commercialism. Even when their
survival preserved in an attenuated form the control of the
village community, the latter was only a vestige of the
powers once enjoyed by the agrarian courts. In the bordughs

